
The Analytical Thinker

My Type My Career

Analytical Thinkers are reserved, quiet persons. They like to get to the

bottom of things - curiosity is one of their strongest motives. They want to

know what holds the world together deep down inside. They do not really

need much more to be happy because they are modest persons. Many

mathematicians, philosophers and scientists belong to this type.

Analytical Thinkers loathe contradictions and illogicalness; with their sharp intellect, they quickly and

comprehensively grasp patterns, principles and structures. They are particularly interested in the fundamental

nature of things and theoretical findings; for them, it is not necessarily a question of translating these into practical

acts or in sharing their considerations with others. Analytical Thinkers like to work alone; their ability to concentrate

is more marked than that of all other personality types. They are open for and interested in new information.

Analytical Thinkers have little interest in everyday concerns - they are always a little like an “absent-minded

professor” whose home and workplace are chaotic and who only concerns himself with banalities such as bodily

needs when it becomes absolutely unavoidable. The acknowledgement of their work by others does not play a great

role for them; in general, they are quite independent of social relationships and very self-reliant.

Analytical Thinkers therefore often give others the impression that they are arrogant or snobby - especially because

they do not hesitate to speak their mind with their often harsh (even if justified) criticism and their imperturbable

self-confidence. Incompetent contemporaries do not have it easy with them. But whoever succeeds in winning their

respect and interest has a witty and very intelligent person to talk to. A partner who amazes one with his excellent

powers of observation and his very dry humor.

It takes some time before Analytical Thinkers make friends, but then they are mostly friends for life. They only need

very few people around them. Their most important ability is to be a match for them and thus give them inspiration.

Constant social obligations quickly get on their nerves; they need a lot of time alone and often withdraw from others.

Their partner must respect this and understand that this is not due to the lack of affection. Once they have decided

in favor of a person, Analytical Thinkers are loyal and reliable partners. However, one cannot expect romance and

effusive expressions of feelings from them and they will definitely forget their wedding anniversary. But they are

always up to a night spent with stimulating discussions and a good glass of wine!

Read more  ►
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The Analytical Thinker

My Type My Career

As an Analytical Thinker you are one of the introverted personality types. You

are not particularly suited for dealing with others, working as a part of a team

and be in the position of “continuous exchange“, you would much rather work

alone, and dwell on your thoughts undisturbed. You usually put a critical

distance between yourself and others that enables you to be the keen and

incorrupt observer of life. This distance can be truly bridged by only very few

other people. That is probably caused by the fact that you are not all that

interested to share your thoughts with others.

Generally it is sufficient for you to have clarified a matter for yourself or that you have understood something; the

continuous in your eyes mostly superficial chatter of the people around you becomes rather annoying. You prefer to

work independently and appreciate having a lot of time and quiet in order to concentrate on the really important

things: Structuring ideas, comprehending complex causalities, understanding of the universe, its rules and the

logical analysis of systems. You absorb new information like a sponge and your memory is legendary. Once you

have learned something, you’ll never forget it - unless you consider it to be irrelevant for some reason and decide

that it seems to be better purging it from your data storage.

Creative problem solving and jumping out of your paradigm to development daring future visions are a part of your

greatest strength. At the same time you are the most acute and rational critic of your own ideas, each one of them

will be rigorously examined and discarded at the smallest indication of contradictions or lack of logic. You usually

leave the implementation to others and prefer to turn to new theoretical reflections. Especially in case of self

employment (in your case a real possibility) it is important to surround yourself with hands-on oriented and

dependable employees who make sure that your incredible suggestions for solutions become reality while you

return to immersing yourself in your intellectual world.

Do you agree with this analysis?

It's just a tiny glimpse into your personal 90 page Career Profile.

Your iPersonic Career Profile by psychologist Felicitas Heyne offers you

custom-tailored career advice instantly.
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Discover your personal iPersonic Career Profile.

Your iPersonic Career Profile gives you invaluable insight into your

individuality, outlining your strengths along with areas of relative weakness. It

maps your behavioural style and core motivations to areas of work and

patterns of work which best accommodate your individual make-up, giving

you vital opportunity to reflect and make decisive choices on your working life

and career.

Your Career Profile includes in-depth profiles of 70 careers that are best

suited for your personality type.

Get your Career Profile now  ► (https://sites.fastspring.com/ipersonic/instant/ENJobAT?language=en

The Benefits of your Personal Career Profile

It's made for you. Just

you.

Your iPersonic Career Profile is

Download it and get

started!

Your Career Profile will download

It's a proven system.

iPersonic has satisfied customers

in more than 100 countries
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custom-tailored to your personality

type. No fillers, just facts. What

careers suit you? What are your

strengths and weaknesses? Get all

the answers in your 90 page

Career Profile. We bring it all into

focus for you.

within seconds. All the information

will be right at your fingertips in no

time. You can print it out straight

away or save it to your computer.

All iPersonic eBooks come in the

convenient PDF format. It couldn't

be easier!

worldwide. Millions have taken our

award-winning personality test.

iPersonic is available in over 20

languages. Forbes 500 companies

rely on our personality system.

Now you can, too.

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed.

You have my word on it.

I am not satisfied until you are. That's why all iPersonic products are

backed by a 100% Satisfaction Money-Back Guarantee. Not satisfied?

I'll see that your money is promptly refunded. No questions asked. You

won't find this guarantee anywhere else.

Now it's your turn. You have absolutely

nothing to lose!

Get your Career Profile now  ► (https://sites.fastspring.com/ipersonic/instant/ENJobAT?language=en

Read what our customers and Human Resources Experts say

After years of being dissatisfied in my role thinking that I was missing my 'calling',

iPersonic showed me that in fact I was in the right profession. It helped me harness

what was important to me in a working environment and how I like to be managed.

— Tara, United Kingdom
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Thank you for the very detailed information relating to your personality types. I have

found it so helpful, both the general information, which you offer for free, but also the

career and relationship profile. I have recommended it to three other friends who I

know have been on your site as a result. I am also recommending the sight to a

counsellor who I am currently seeing as well. I used certain aspects from my career

profile to write my last resume for a new job, which gave me a lot more confidence to

highlight my strengths. And as it turned out, the job I am applying for is in the list which

you recommended would suit my personality.

— Yolanda, Australia

I found the career profile extremely useful. Too many of us have chosen a career

based on courses that were available to us in school, suggestions we got from a parent

or school counselor - or we might just have gravitated toward work that we thought

would be easy, prestigious, or high-paying. But job satisfaction has everything to do

with what makes you feel fulfilled as a person. Finding a career path that really

resonates with your values and your personal style is so important if you want to enjoy

your work and feel like you're spending your life in a worthwhile way. The iPersonic

website has a great approach of giving you broad principles that apply if you're looking

for a complete career change or for ideas on how you might improve your current job.

— Andreas, Germany

You need valuable knowledge about your skills and sound decision-making tools to

move your career forward. The iPersonic Career Profile provides bot

— Andrea Starzer, Career Coach and Human Resources Consultant, Jobshui

iPersonic is really a great site and the Career Profile is a qualified career choice guide.

— Swen Riebel, Dipl.-Psych., Senior Consultant HR Strategy, Siemens AG

If you apply for a job it is essential for you to report on your strengths and weaknesses,

especially at job interviews. This is where the iPersonic Career Profile provides

valuable help.

— Regine Meissner, Director Human Resources, 21TORR

Get your Career Profile now  ► (https://sites.fastspring.com/ipersonic/instant/ENJobAT?language=en
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